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Position Paper 2018/19 

It is crucial that the Labour Party offers a credible and popular alternative to 

austerity cuts and neoliberalism. These trends have represented the biggest 

transfer of wealth and power from poor and middle-income households to the 

rich elite in living memory. The private sector’s own dynamism is failing. 

Productivity is falling internationally, but especially in Britain where the course 

Theresa May has laid out will further concentrate wealth and opportunity in the 

South while neglecting every other part of our country. Wealthy and powerful 

interests are now building a kind of ‘tollbooth politics’ built on rents, private debt, 

financial complexity and at times corrupt practices – we end up paying for nothing. 

The spoils of this tollbooth go to the gatekeepers of the new stagnant economy, 

not to those creating value. 

Social mobility and equal chances, values with huge support across the country, 

are being set back to the Victorian age. These are problems which a Tory Brexit 

will lock in, especially if the economy is not reshaped and rebalanced. Social 

mobility and equal chances, values with huge support across the country, are 

being set back to the Victorian age. These are problems which a Tory Brexit will 

lock in, especially if the economy is not reshaped and rebalanced. 

This stagnation process has predictably become cemented as a ‘new normal’ in 

public debate. Labour must take on the challenge of forging a compelling and 

credible alternative, capable of shifting mainstream opinion. 

Economic liberalism: a broken bargain 

 Increasingly citizens feel like the bargain they have been offered by politicians for 

decades is being broken. Increasing wealth. Dignified jobs. Stability. The chance 

to get on in life. These things are no longer delivered by Britain’s political 

consensus. Changing this depends on gaining trust to govern, but unlike when the 

process of globalisation was in an earlier stage, Labour cannot avoid challenging 

the terms of debate. A new consensus is therefore required from the left around 

key shared values and principles. These include: 

• Equality and human dignity  

• Solidarity and community  

• Autonomy and liberation  

• Respect for the environment 
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Each of these ideas can form the basis of greater consensus on the left – but they 

can also win people over who are not yet supporters of the left or Labour. Our 

policies and campaigns must be framed in a way which is trusted and persuasive. 

A social alliance for Labour 

The party must retain the trust of core voters whilst regaining previously Labour 

support. In short, it must become trusted by workers from a range of social 

backgrounds to be the centre of a new social alliance, spanning traditional 

supporters in areas of industry and ex industry, upwardly mobile workers in the 

South East and progressive voters in large cities and university towns. 

Getting the basics right 

Building an alliance of support is no mean feat, but it is the only way forward and 

Labour must get in shape to deliver it. We therefore call on the Labour Party to 

adopt some broad operating principles of its own. We believe that without these, 

no left leadership can be successful. 

· Work out which voters are the people we want to add to our existing 

support, and which areas of public opinion we need to respond to. Have a 

political strategy. No tactic can be successful without being part of one. · 

Give greater voice to those ‘left behind’ in modern Britain, whether white 

British coastal workers, coalfield communities, those trapped in the “gig” 

economy or EU immigrants paying tax here. 

 

· Ruthlessly professionalise Labour’s parliamentary and press operations, 

from the leadership down. Train and develop our membership 

 

· Organise at community level with far greater involvement from trade 

unions and cooperatives. ·  

 

· Speak in a language that people understand using arguments which are 

well tested and have broad support or persuasive appeal. Make sure our 

ideas are clear and honest in how they seek to bring change. ·  

 

· Identify and avoid marginal positions in favour of what we can win and also 

need to win. 

 

· Concentrate on changing consensus on the most important areas of 

economic and social debate. 
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1. For working people, against hard Brexit 

 The Labour Party is instinctively open and internationalist, and so is Open Labour. 

The public narrowly voted to leave the European Union following a campaign in 

which many ‘out’ proponents states that strong trade and economic ties with the 

EU would remain in place. In both ways, this is obviously not a mandate for hard 

Brexit – Labour must make this a political question. If Brexit is to take place, we 

believe that Labour should use all means available firstly to guarantee all workers 

living in the UK the same rights and entitlements as those remaining in the EU. 

Secondly, Labour must argue for partnerships with our neighbouring countries to 

tackle cross border challenges such as climate change and the refugee crisis.  

Nevertheless, it is important that we as the Labour Party face up to the many 

reasons why people chose to do this. These are material, emotional, and policy 

based. They include living in areas with poor opportunities to get on and make a 

decent living, but also frustration at the impact of immigration. They include 

insecurity about identity in Britain. They include a feeling of a lack of control over 

life and politics, and neglect by the political establishment. Keeping our values 

firm does not mean we ignore these voices. To the contrary, it must embolden us 

to have a meaningful dialogue and offer solutions that challenge establishment 

narratives and which can move post-industrial areas in particular towards a more 

hopeful future.  

We accept the verdict of the referendum and it is important that Labour is not 

seen to ignore democracy. But this does not mean that Labour can ignore the real 

risks presented by Theresa May’s Brexit – democracy needs public opinion to be 

led as well as followed. Nor does it mean that the narrow majority for Brexit will 

always reflect the electorate. Therefore we agree with Labour Party Conference’s 

decision in 2016 to remain open to a return to the EU, should majority public 

support for this start to become clear over time, and the terms favourable for 

British residents. We believe that with such a policy, Labour could lead a process 

of national healing. The lesson of Brexit and the election of Trump is that 

globalisation and its institutions are less stable and set in stone than some 

supposed. We recognise the need to research and develop policy for what may be 

more variable and flexible institutional arrangements the UK might fit into over 

the coming years. 

 There are immediate priorities to address; in particular, the current threat to our 

trading will hit jobs, pay and conditions in manufacturing and logistics. Labour 

must maintain favourable market and customs arrangements with the EU, an 
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economic bloc on our doorstep with more power than the United States, as its 

first priority. We must agitate for a strategy which returns to manufacturing and 

trade, rather than the ‘tollbooth’ option of becoming a tax haven for global elites. 

An open approach to trade supported by an interventionist industrial strategy is 

essential if the country is to return to production and productivity. 

The threat to the human rights of workers in Britain is also of particular concern. 

Britain should remain a member of the ECHR, and the Human Rights Act must be 

defended as part of UK law. We also give our unconditional support and solidarity 

to people working here in accordance with the law. Labour must call for the 

immediate guarantee of permanent residency or citizenship status for these 

nationals, and press the government hard for guarantees. 

 

2. Call for a full debate on Brexit 

Open Labour notes that there are multiple differing interpretations of Labour’s 

member-led policy on Brexit. 

We acknowledge the difficult situation not just of Labour’s front bench, but also 

of its MPs, as the PLP attempts to reconcile wildly different results in Labour 

supporting parts of the country. We believe that a degree of freedom and 

toleration needs to operate between people in the party with different views on 

Brexit, not least our MPs. We note that there are also differing views between 

trade unions, although the larger unions tend towards EEA and CU membership, 

which is also supported by the TUC. 

We believe that policy for the party as a whole should be set democratically by 

Labour Party conference, following extensive debate in CLPs and among affiliates. 

Although it is unlikely that Labour will be in government when Brexit takes effect, 

unless there is an early General Election, it is essential that it does not take place 

on Tory terms, and that a resulting deal puts the social and economic health of 

the country and all of those who live and work here first. 

Open Labour resolves to call for a full debate on Labour’s Brexit policy at Labour 

Party conference with the aim of setting a settled party policy, and will work 

alongside any other organisations committed to making this happen. 

Open Labour resolves to carry out a roadshow type campaign across the country 

to get the debate started in a geographically spread range of CLPs. 
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3. Fight for workers, ensure full access to the European Single Market 

Open Labour noted in our 2017 position paper that Labour should use all means 

available firstly to guarantee all workers living in the UK the same rights and 

entitlements as those remaining in the EU and Labour must argue for 

partnerships with our neighbouring countries to tackle cross border challenges 

such as climate change and the refugee crisis. 

Open Labour notes socialism is internationalist.  

Open Labour believes that we need to take down borders between workers not 

put them up and labour need at least the same rights and freedoms as capital 

striving for labour to be the master of capital not its servant. Open Labour believes 

if we isolate ourselves and advocate an isolationist socialism then when 

production leaves the UK the Neo-liberals answer will be to cut – cut our wages, 

cut our rights, cut our safety protections and cut environmental regulations.  

Open Labour believes the political aim of the left is to improve labour, social and 

environmental conditions. Open Labour believes the goal of the UK left should be 

to stay ahead of the standards set by the EU meaning we view EU regulations as 

a base not as a ceiling, only the right will view them as restrictive.  

Open Labour notes the left in Europe is failing and across Europe the parties of 

the PES are in retreat with very few in Government and membership falling. Open 

Labour notes only one member of the PES has a significant revival in membership 

and in the last election a significant growth in members of their Lower House. 

Open Labour notes that party is the British Labour Party and the energy and anti-

austerity politics of the new Corbyn Led Labour Party has much to offer our sister 

parties in Europe and now is not the time to retreat into the UK but lead a 

fightback of the European Left. Open Labour believes when the Left is strong in 

National Parliaments across Europe is when the EU enacts the social legislation 

that has seen stronger labour, social and environmental standards. 

Open Labour believes Labour shouldn’t allow dogma to allow us to leave the EU 

without an agreement with full access to the European Single Market.  

Open Labour’s calls for the Labour Party to oppose the Conservative Government 

at every stage when it tries to dilute any of the rights or protections Europe had 

given us and ensures that those rights and protections are kept after the 

transition.  

Open Labour calls on Labour when it enters Government to make EU Level rights 

and protections a floor not a ceiling. Open Labour affirms its position is that if a 

bespoke agreement which gives EU Level rights and protections and a customs 
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union with FULL access to the European Single Market then the UK should seek to 

be a signatory to the EEA and gain European Single Market access through this 

existing agreement. Open Labour calls on a future Labour Government to aim to 

return the UK to the status of rulemaker not ruletaker in Europe and take full part 

in the debate about how we transform Europe as one of the leading Left parties 

in Europe and a vote in parliament on both key negotiating principles, and on a 

final deal. 

Labour should take all possible measures to prevent a disastrous Tory Brexit 

before the crucial exit date of 30 March 2019. If the Brexit deal presented to 

Parliament fails Labour's six tests, we should seek to defeat the Government and 

vote against their flawed deal in the "meaningful vote". We should then work to 

secure a mandate for a better plan through whichever of the following routes is 

practicable: an immediate general election, taking over leadership of the 

negotiations with Europe, or a people's vote in which the electorate has the final 

say. 

 

4. The British state and constitutional reform 

Open Labour notes the lack of debate in the Labour Party about the British state, 

in whose interests it rules, and on how it can be reformed. 

Open Labour believes a socialist government must be serious about reforming 

the state in the interests of the people, by creating as healthy and active a 

democracy as possible. 

As such we reaffirm our commitment to English devolution, and further resolve 

to campaign for Labour to adopt a constitutional reform and civil society policy 

before the next general election. This should involve debate on the reform or 

abolition of the Lords along democratic lines, a renewal of the devolution 

settlement UK wide, re-opening the conversation about models of electoral 

reform for the commons, and making Parliamentary recall a more realistic 

prospect for citizens. 

On issues relating to civil society, we resolve to call for the repeal of the Tory 

‘gagging law’ against charities, a review of the charity commission, and the 

implementation of a ‘Leveson 2’ patform of press regulation to ensure free speech 

is met by high standards of journalistic ethics and diverse press ownership. 
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5. Progressive alliance 

 Open Labour takes a mature approach to working with people who disagree with 

us, and notes that Labour have delivered several very successful governments 

with parties in Scotland and Wales. Labour has also worked well in coalition in 

Councils across the country, and had a close relationship with colleagues from 

other parties in the London Assembly. Labour should remain open-minded 

towards coalitions and alliances where these are the best option, and should 

constantly draw in the best ideas wherever we find them.  

However, we are more than just “not Tories”. The Labour Party has always itself 

been a progressive coalition, in which diverse groups come together around a 

common platform, becoming stronger and more compelling for it. If we are to 

offer a clear, radical and credible vision to the electorate, we cannot dilute our 

message by tying ourselves to parties who do not share our answers to the biggest 

economic and social challenges we face. It is clear that any proposed electoral 

alliance between a ‘left bloc’ of parties would still be far too small to defeat its 

counterparts on the right, but would be beholden to parties of a marginality which 

has meant that they have never challenged for government on their own (and in 

some cases would not value the prospect). The Tories and UKIP have together 

polled over 48% since 2013, secured 50% in the 2015 General Election and since 

Brexit have polled 54%. This is a significant hegemonic bloc on the right that has 

so far not gone away and even expanded recently. 

An electoral deal involving the SNP whilst it embraces a hard nationalism (as 

opposed to a federal solution) for Scotland could only last until their goal would 

be achieved. It is also completely unclear that the Lib Dems possess the political 

credentials to be considered a progressive party in any sense. The Tory 

Government they placed in office and propped up oversaw a massive transfer of 

wealth to the rich and powerful. Their new leadership is on record as saying they 

would happily repeat such a deal, even given the cost to the country which the 

last one made clear. We do not believe that this indicates progressive politics – 

the record of the austerity coalition should not be forgotten quickly.  

Finally, our electoral system does not allow for transferable voting, so any 

coalition would mean party elites restricting choice both for voters and for local 

activists, who surely deserve some level of democracy and respect from their 

political parties. Alliances between progressive parties should be based on open 

principles and common agendas - not dictating voting choices to the public, or 

foisting national deals on local activists without their consent. 
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For these reasons we believe that Labour should be open to offers of joint policy 

work, demonstrations or campaigns alongside other parties, and publicly ready 

to discuss coalitions with non-right wing parties after elections have passed. In 

particular, Labour should take the initiative in convening cross-party talks with a 

view to identifying common ground on electoral and constitutional reform.  

Further, we note that calling for support of other parties against Labour 

candidates remains a disciplinary offence in the party rule book, as democratically 

agreed. Our candidates are democratically selected by our members and deserve 

their support. If we are to concentrate on building alliances and blocs, it should 

be first and foremost between the ever more mutually distant sections of low and 

mid-earning voters, with Labour itself as the host venue. 

 

6. Mass, democratic and plural – the party we need 

 Open Labour resents the hollowing of the Labour Party and disenfranchisement 

of its membership during the New Labour years and welcome the huge influx of 

new members the party has seen since 2010 and especially 2015, especially where 

joiners are new to political participation. We are committed to integrating and 

supporting these new members.  

We call for the return of policy making powers to member and afilliate-based 

structures, with conference as the final arbiter of both standing policy and election 

platforms. We believe that there is far greater space for unions and socialist 

societies to be given power as a stabilising influence in the centre of the party, and 

would favour their reinclusion as part of an electoral college, as well as an 

enhanced role for affiliated members in local CLPs.  

In addition to this however, there is also a role for professional policy staff in a 

support capacity to this process, and a re-imagining is viable. Labour must take 

this path back towards being a democratic and participative party. 

Everyone entitled to Labour membership must have the right and the ability to 

participate, or our democracy cannot sustain itself. Open Labour unreservedly 

condemns the recent trend among a minority of activists of calling for members 

on opposing wings of the party to leave. We also feel that new members are 

getting a raw deal - new members should receive induction and support from 

fellow members and expect those who are already part of Labour to make efforts 

to properly integrate them. We expect Labour’s staff to facilitate this process. 

Members nowadays join for what are a mix of instrumental and expressive 

reasons with the balance varying depending whether they see the party as more 
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of an offline 'gateway' to be inducted into party culture or more of an online 

'platform' to express their views. Labour is currently not well designed to meet 

these differing needs and we need our Party to evolve to better meet different 

balances of expectations.  

The party as a whole is suffering from a deteriorating culture – in addition to 

greater support for new members it needs to investigate ideas such as a code of 

conduct for members and new formats of running meetings or making policy.  

We feel that it is important that members are comfortable with the party as a 

whole, particularly with the idea of it being a wide formation which represents the 

whole of the working class and its political allies. The left’s efforts to win debates 

on policy and political strategy should not come at the cost of other traditions 

freely participating in the party’s affairs. We stand for a pluralist left and for 

internal tolerance of our traditions. Without these, open debate is impossible - 

they are essential elements of and genuinely democratic left. 

 

7. A plural party 

Open Labour believes that prejudiced beliefs in the Labour Party are increasingly 

gaining press attention, but that their victims have often been ignored for years. 

Anti-Semitism, misogyny, transphobia and Islamophobia have all been significant 

problems in recent years. We utterly reject the notion that these problems only 

exist because of factional political agendas within the party, as in all cases we can 

point to a number of clear examples which do not fit within this description. We 

regret that the heightened state of factionalism in the party has led to a culture of 

bad faith and mistrust – we believe that these are culturally endemic issues which 

can only be fought back if they are themselves treated as a political issue. 

Open Labour resolves to work with any organisations aimed at fighting these 

forms of oppression within the party as long as those organisations themselves 

behave in a way which is respectful to the rights and wellbeing of other members. 

The committee notes that its members have worked this year to counter anti-

Semitism. We called for Ken Livingstone’s suspension from the party, supported 

JLMs submission to 2017 Labour Party Conference, and entered dialogue with 

both Hope not Hate and Momentum around how to counter the issue. In addition, 

our treasurer Alex Sobel has joined the APPG on anti-Semitism and spoken out 

about his own experiences of anti-Semitic hatred in Parliament. 

We call for a disciplinary approach on issues of inclusion which starts with 

education and allows for contrition, and which has clear transparent due process. 
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In return for this, we resolve to continue to campaign for a tough line against 

offenders who refuse acknowledge the existence of these problems or their 

political role in it (insofar as the facts have been established or agreed). 

As well as bullying and abuse based on personal background and heritage, it is 

also true that there is political bullying within the Party, and that this can often be 

distinguished from acceptable political behaviour. 

We believe that there is a place in the party for everyone with basic Labour values, 

that very few of our members do not share in them, and that those who make it 

difficult for others to get involved because of background or affiliation should be 

politically opposed. 

 

8. A new industrial settlement 

 Social Democracy, in the ascendancy after the Second World War in the UK and 

Western Europe is in decline and inequality is growing. This is the backdrop to the 

convulsions of the Left in Western Europe in general and the UK Labour Party in 

particular. This was the case in 1997 but was masked by adopting the politics of 

globalization and using redistributive policies to mask its effects - such as Tax 

Credits and Sure Start - which undoubtedly helped those in work but struggling, 

especially with children. However, it did not change the political climate, and the 

Labour party since then has looked at different ways to achieve relevance in this 

changing world. Despite this it is continually failing to bring forward solutions to 

the crisis that is epitomized by continually falling pay and workers terms and 

conditions set against rising living costs.  

The post-industrial society is based on a service sector which generates more 

wealth than the manufacturing sector of the economy. There has been a gradual 

loss of skilled jobs, loss of organised workplaces, balance of payments imbalances 

and the gradual erosion of credit worthiness. This is coupled with the future 

challenges of Brexit and automation. The need for an active Industrial Strategy is 

paramount - a strategy that isn't just about coordinating economic policies to 

achieve particular objectives around industrial growth, but one that puts 

rebalancing targets on employment, education, R&D, carbon emissions and 

quality of work at its centre. 

There is a clear threat from the right with the creation of Department for Business, 

Energy and Industrial Strategy which could create a masking of what a proper 

industrial strategy is by just utilising slogans which only promote more low paid 

jobs but this time in manufacturing as well as the service sector. Labour should 
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counter not by mere opposition but by creating its own full scale industrial 

Strategy. This strategy should see manufacturing as a key engine of growth but 

keep sustainability as a central goal with a decarbonising of all industry as a core 

plank of the strategy. The strategy should also see the ascendancy of organised 

labour as the driver of a new industrial settlement. 

Trade Unions should be a key part of the industrial strategy policy formulation. 

We should aim for a tripartite (industry, government, trade union) settlement on 

lifelong learning and upskilling of the workforce and a tripartite agreement on 

active labour market policies addressing the issue of re-employment of redundant 

workers to ensure we can reassert a full employment goal. Collective bargaining 

agreements to ensure that productivity improvements benefit those that 

contribute to them, thus raising wages and in turn contributing to industrial and 

social stability and reducing inequality. Alongside this we need an energy 

revolution consisting of opening up the energy market through reform of 

ownership of the grid – common, state and new forms of open ownership of 

energy companies; supporting renewables through use of guaranteed energy 

prices and fossil fuel penalties. This would be a catalyst for the UK to be a world 

leader on green tech, bringing forward the conditions to create a 4th industrial 

revolution. 

 

9. English renewal  

Open Labour notes the damage done to Labour at the 2015 election by the party’s 

indecisive approach to the prospect of a coalition with the SNP, and the fear of 

swing voters in England that a deal must be done. Open Labour notes the 

introduction of ‘English Votes for English Laws’ passed by the Tories, who used the 

insecurity the proposal generated among English voters by the Independence 

Referendum to pass the law, which denies a UK level mandate to MPs elected to 

the UK Parliament, if they happen to be elected by non-English constituencies.  

We also note that a key deciding factor in the referendum on EU membership was 

a growing feeling of economic and political decline in English towns, where there 

is a growing feeling of divide from cities, and in particular London. In both cases, 

it is clear within England that power must be democratised and dispersed. Non-

metropolitan voters in the Midlands, North of England and the South West face 

the same political conditions and trends of those faced by Labour voters who 

‘went nationalist’ in Scotland from 2007 to 2015. With new forms of nationalism 

ascendant, we must renew our commitment to empowering those voters and 

show that we are on their side. We also believe that it is incumbent on Labour to 
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show the same patriotic commitment for democracy, civic life and economic 

wellbeing in England (and its politically diverse regions) as it has previously shown 

for Scotland and Wales. 

We therefore:  

· Call upon Labour to bring together a taskforce from across the party and 

the wider community to investigate ways of putting English Devolution to 

the people; for example as traditional counties or ‘government office’ type 

regions; 

 

· Call upon Labour to pledge to repeal EVEL and replace it with a federal and 

democratic settlement for England with massive devolution of spending 

power and decision making, as previously proposed by Jon Trickett; 

 

· Call upon Labour to pledge a measured return of funding and powers to 

local government, beginning with social care, and continuing with 

enhanced rights to build homes, generate income, and encourage local 

business in line with a wider industrial strategy; 

 

· Call upon the Shadow Chancellor to announce a commission aimed at 

renewing private sector employment, green infrastructure and vocational 

& STEM education in ‘left behind areas’ as part of a wider strategy for 

returning the country to an export footing – a policy for returning dignity. 

In this case we believe that industrial capital shares some of the interests 

of local people in a way that finance does not. Exporters must become 

Labour’s allies. 

 

· Propose that Labour launches these measures as a St George’s Day Bill, 

making it clear that the national wellbeing of England and the dignity of its 

people depend not on racism or nostalgia, but instead on social justice and 

traditions of generosity, tolerance and hard work. 

 

· Call for the creation of an English Labour Party. ‘Labour in England’ should 

become a voice for a forward looking spirit of civic democracy, industrial 

renewal, and social cooperation. 
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10. Solidarity with people with disabilities 

Open Labour notes the ever increasing pressure on disabled people as the main 

victims of austerity, and the increased urgency this gives to their proper 

representation in the Labour Party and its structures. 

Open Labour resolves to support Disability Equality ACT Labour and help to 

spread its examples of good practice to CLPs. We also resolve to work closely with 

Project 125 to make the party as accessible as possible to people with disabilities. 

 

11. No socialism without sustainability 

Open Labour notes that the international and local struggles for social an 

environmental justice go hand in hand, and that the economy cannot be divorced 

from the global environment. The Arab Spring, along with the wars and forced 

migrations which resulted, began because of protest in North Africa based on 

food prices. Increasingly, we will not be able to divorce our social challenges from 

environmental concerns. 

Labour notes the work of SERA within the party and resolves to promote their 

work within our own organisation and CLP branches. We call on Labour to adopt 

a path towards a zero-carbon economy and action against polluting waste such 

as single use plastics as part of its next manifesto. 

 

12. A democratic youth movement 

Open Labour notes the cheapness and simplicity of online OMOV elections for the 

Open Labour National Committee. 

Given years of commitments from successive leaderships, Open Labour will 

support candidates for Labour Students bodies who our NC believe are serious 

about enacting both OMOV and a safeguarding policy for Labour Students. 

Open Labour also notes the nature of the policy process in Young Labour. We 

support this process coming in line with the norms of the wider Labour 

movement, for example allowing speakers to move amendments. This avoids the 

embarrassment which often results from yes/no questions on resolutions, and 

helps to make sure everyone is heard. 

As with Labour Students, we are prepared to support candidates in Young Labour 

who stand for open democratic debate according to established norms in the rest 

of the movement. 
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13. Organise! 

Open Labour notes the relative weakness of the organised component of the ‘soft 

left’ compared to its potential support in the Party. 

We mandate this conference and the National Committee to ensure the 

implementation of an organising strategy based on CLPs, the Trade Union 

movement, and Labour’s Youth movement. We also mandate this conference and 

the NC to produce a member recruitment and involvement plan. 

Open Labour approves the rules for local groups attached as an accompanying 

paper and mandates the NC to begin work to set them up via local events and 

contact sharing. 

 

14. International relationships 

Open Labour resolves to support Labour’s continued membership of the PES, 

S&D, and Socialist International. However, we note a significant number of parties 

in the SI which do not adhere to electoral democracy and civil rights, socialism, 

social democracy, or in some cases any mix of these. We call on Labour to push 

for a fundamental reform of the SI’s membership. 

 

15. Education for the many 

Open Labour notes that the Party front bench are not currently committed to 

bringing free schools and academies back under public control. Open Labour 

resolves to press for financial incentives to be reversed, incentivising schools to 

come back under LEA control, or to operate as cooperative schools. 

 

16. Fair taxation now 

Open Labour calls for Labour to pledge an increase in the top rate of tax as part 

of fixing the national debt, returning to the levels proposed by Ed Miliband and 

Gordon Brown at 50%. 
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17. Housing for the many 

Open Labour notes the lack of finance suffered by local government and the 

subsequent inability to fund anywhere near as many social and affordable homes 

as are needed, particularly in large cities. 

Open Labour calls for the red tape which bans councils from re-investing rent in 

new builds to be cut away. Open Labour calls for an end to right-to-buy discount 

for as long as the buying of social homes by private owners or landlords is faster 

than the build rate for social homes. 

Open Labour notes the controversy over Haringey earlier in the year and reaffirms 

its support for local Labour Groups setting local policy. However, it is important 

that similar political mistakes are avoided, and that Councillors become more 

coherent by sharing principles more clearly between Labour controlled 

authorities. 

Open Labour resolves to press for the LGA Labour Group to begin a conversation 

with Cllrs and left activists about what good and bad models of estate 

regeneration look like, and which models are practical and realistic. We call for 

Labour Councillors to avoid ‘social cleansing’ type development proposals, and 

instead to prioritise the wellbeing and right to stay of the existing community, the 

rate of housing build for social rent, the rate of build for affordable rent, and last 

of these the rate of building for affordable freehold buying. We call upon the party 

to reflect this nationally by pledging reform of the planning system along these 

lines. 

We also pledge our support for Jeremy Corbyn’s proposed policy of binding votes 

of residents for regeneration schemes, but we also urge the Labour leadership to 

consider how it can give a matching local voice to those on housing waiting lists 

or in temporary accommodation. 

 

 

 




